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SIXTH FORM BUILDING GRANT GO AHEAD
We were thrilled this week to hear that we had been successful in our bid for funding for a new, state of the
art, Sixth Form Centre. The project is worth £800K and will convert the now redundant West Lawn Gym into top
quality sixth form accommodation. This will include open plan study space incorporating a large IT zone, individual study stations, group study spaces and a resources/library area. The accommodation will also provide office
space for the Director and Deputy Director of Sixth Form, a chill out zone for the students to relax in, a small kitchen area and a dining space. Upstairs, on the
newly formed second floor, will be a fully
soundproofed exam space. The front of the
building will have an atrium as an entrance
area and there will be a small garden terrace
for exclusive use by the sixth form students.
Building will begin on this project in September and to accommodate the students’ additional study space requirements up to that
point, the current sixth form common room
will be converted into a study space. In order to continue to provide an environment for the students to relax in,
we are bringing forward plans to convert the Arts Centre Foyer, into a Sixth Form and Staff Coffee Shop, with internet access and some IT facilities. This is a big change for us but one that will provide our young adult students
and our staff, the opportunity to relax over a coffee during their free time. It will also provide us with a professional catering outlet for use by the wider school community, during Review Days and on Production evenings.

The GOLD STANDARD CHILDREN’S BOOK AWARDS
help us to enrich reading for pleasure at TCS
Carnegie Medal awarded annually for an outstanding book for children /young adults
This is now the third year that TCS, on both sites, has been involved in “Shadowing” CILIP’s prestigious children’s book awards. Over 25 students enjoyed
the Carnegie shortlisted books, along with an increasing number of teachers
and support staff. This photo shows some of our core readers and staff who
met up each week between Easter and mid-June, watched videos of authors,
and wrote reviews for the national website. They celebrated with a lunchtime
party when Mrs Masterman the librarian announced the brilliant medal winner for 2013 (Sally Gardner’s Maggot Moon).
“At the ceremony Gardner, who perceives her dyslexia as a gift, spoke up for
children for whom reading and writing does not come easily, and the librarians
and teachers that help them”
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s you are no doubt aware Monday July 1st saw the promotion of all students up to their new Year Group at both Mill
Lane and Exeter Road. The school is still in the minority of those
which do this, although the number is growing quickly as others
		
Dr A P Gray
see its considerable benefits. For instance, school attendance is
always the highest of the year during this week and motivation
and ethos are really powerfully positive as students meet their
new teachers for the first time and for many begin new courses,
which they have made positive choices to study. Our plan is to
continue to do this but there has been much in the news this week of schools being allowed to set their own termly structure
throughout the year. This freedom has been available to academies for some time but few have chosen to do so. The benefits might be in terms of students’ learning, when the long Summer holidays, originally designed so that children could help
gather in the harvest, place a large gap in the learning experience of the child. There are no plans to change anything here at
the minute, and much would need to be coordinated between all local schools to make a four or five term year practical for
all concerned. However, I feel sure at some stage directors will want to find out if there are added benefits for our students
and would want to consult with you on this.

		

FROM THE PRINCIPAL
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More immediately the school had great news recently. Three weeks ago we were informed that an appeal against a rejected bid to the Educational Funding Agency for nearly £1million to redevelop our 6th form facilities has been successful. This
means that work can begin in the Summer holidays and the Autumn term on a specialist 6th form centre. This much needed
facility is described elsewhere in Wavelength and will go a long way in providing a first class post 16 experience for our students. Alongside this, a remodelling of the foyer to provide a meeting and work area for 6th form and staff, with top quality
refreshment and IT facilities will further add to the provision. Further to this is the exciting possibility of offering Foundation
degrees from September 2014 to our students in partnership with the University of St Mark and St John.
This edition of Wavelength is the place where my thanks and those of the whole school community, can be offered to staff
that are leaving. This year, across both phases, the leavers include some that have contributed hugely and for many years to
the success and development of our children. Lack of space does not do justice to the contribution these have made over
the years but I would like to publicly acknowledge our thanks and best wishes for the future. These include Ms Taylor, leader
of Nursery and Early Years, Mrs Collins, currently Year 4 teacher, Mrs Crimmins, Senco, Stella Parkhouse, Administrator and
Jayne Hodgson, Charley Tribble, Kimberley Eves and Amy Foster, TAs, all from Mill Lane . At the Exeter Road site Mrs Williamson will be fully retiring after 38 years as a teacher and Head of Art, first at Teignmouth Grammar School, and then in its various incarnations over subsequent years. Other staff who are leaving this year are Mr Chappell, Teacher of Languages, Miss
Edgcumbe, Teacher of Languages, Mrs Lea Ying Li, Teacher of Spanish, Mrs Roberts, Teacher of Art, Mr Monk, Teacher of ICT,
Miss O’Connell, Teacher of Food Technology, Mr Knight, PE Cover Supervisor and Miss Hingston, Apprentice TA.
May I take this opportunity to wish everyone a happy Summer holiday and I look forward to meeting year 11, 10, and 13 on
results days in August. I would also like to add an invitation to all parents to contact me directly about any issues concerning
school. I am especially interested in knowing of those unsung heroes of our community who are often too modest to sing
their own praises.

SPECTACULAR WILDLIFE AREA AT TCS MILL LANE

It really is a jungle! Outdoor learning is a key part of the Early Years curriculum and there cannot be a better place
to learn about the environment for our youngest pupils.
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KATE GREENWAY MEDAL FOR PICTURE BOOK ILLUSTRATION
Students in Year 1 and Year 2 were treated to an afternoon of reading
sessions organised by English teacher Mrs Atkinson with eleven Year 8
students who volunteered to share their enthusiasm for the Kate Greenaway shortlist. Mrs Atkinson said “It was a real delight to see the Mill Lane
library full of students completely
engaged and enjoying reading for
pleasure. The Exeter road students
were fantastic ambassadors for the
school … particularly noteworthy
were Zoe Speed, Scarlett Williams
and Joshua Atkinson who generated great excitement about their
books and read aloud with expression, confidence and control.”

SPANISH EXCHANGE MARCH 2013

16 TCS students from Years 9 to 11 took part in the recent Spanish exchange. They stayed with their Spanish partner and got a
real taste of the Spanish lifestyle. The packed programme included a trip to an adventure park where pupils were challenged
to complete a circuit of rope bridges and zip wires and visits to the impressive Roman sites in the centre of Cartagena . Pupils
also attended some lessons with their partners as well as special activities such as dancing and circus skills! Our students had
a great experience in Spain and took full advantage of the opportunity. Here are some of their comments:
“The exchange renewed old friendships and created new ones for everyone. I had a great time and I can’t wait to visit them
again in summer”
“Doing the adventure activities was the best”
“The exchange was the best and I thoroughly enjoyed every single moment. I’m going to miss the Spanish people and weather
so so much!!!”
“Just to experience a different side of the world for a week really opens your eyes to how diverse the world is”
“The thing I enjoyed the least was leaving. I would like to stay for longer”

YEAR 9 HOUSING PROJECT
All Year 9 students and the Maths department were joined for the day by 8 Yvonne Paddon
from the Devon Education Business Partnership who organised representatives from a variety
of backgrounds to join them, including the building trade, engineering, banking and a solicitor.
The students spent the day working in teams to form a building company which was tendering
to build a new housing estate. Their task was to plan and cost the estate, plan the marketing
campaign for a newspaper advertisement and prepare a presentation of their company’s proposals. Year 9 certainly rose to the occasion and impressed our guests by working hard in the
classrooms and then producing some excellent work at the end of the day. The winning team
were from 9AH and called themselves Fleetwood Housing.
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HOW TO SURVIVE YOUR FIRST WEEK AT SCHOOL
BY Josh Cairns

I don’t blame you if you’re scared, a lot of upcoming
year 7s are, even brave old me, who’s not even scared
of a spider! This article is going to help you with all that
basic information you need if you’re worried about surviving on the first week of school.
You may be worried about making friends. You just have
to be yourself. It is vital you get along with the people in
your form even if there a bite different to what you are
used to! Try to get along because you’re the one who
has to be with them until the end of year 8.
You may find the size of the school a bite daunting at
times with all its winding corridors and it may feel a
bite like a concrete jungle and times. At least you know
when you go around corners you won’t be fasted with a
wild, child eating Tiger but simply friendly faces wanting
to help.
In your old school ,you maybe used to a different routine at lunch times to the one we have at TCS for example we have lunch at 12:50 and instead of giving the
money TCS has made something called parent pay this
works so your mum and dad put money on your account
so you can buy food at school, you put your thumb on
a little scanner and it takes money of your account but
be carful your mum and dad can see all the food you are

having so my advice don’t eat to many donuts!
I couldn’t believe at first how much lessons you have in a day let alone a week instead of staying around
in one class which your probably used to you have to leave your lesson and use the map you are given and
find your way around the winding corridors and the concrete jungle.
There are a lot of things you have to take in at first but as you get threw the year you will start to get familiar all things you need to know. I hope you enjoy year 7 as much as I did.

I WAS A RAT - THEARTRE PRODUCTION REVIEW by Elsie Lidington
During April myself and other students from year 7 went to Exeter with Mr
White and Mrs Burrows to watch a play.
I Was a Rat is a theatre adaptation of a book, originally by Phillip Pullman.
It’s the fantasy tale of a rat turned into a young boy, who stumbles about
human life, trying to understand the complexity of our etiquette, traditions
and beliefs.
The productio had a cast of eight, each doubling on roles. I particularly
liked the way that an extravagant range of costumes was used to show the
different characters and often portrayed the mood of the scene, individual or
group.
Instead of using physical objects as props, they experimented with a a mixture of mime, lighting and dance, allowing the audience to think about the
details of what is there, or what isn’t. However, some versatile props were added, though they weren’t always used in the expected ways, such as a large chair, which was used as a seat, a platform and a jail. Overall, I really enjoyed this show as it brought out
many different emotions: sorrow, joy, loss and guilt. I would recommend seeing a a performance by this company to anyone.
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SIXTH FORM ENRICHMENT 2012-2013
The Enrichment Programme has gone from strength to strength
with over 70 students earning the Achievement Award for completing their Enrichment Programme modules, having excellent attendance throughout the year, receiving two formal recognitions of praise and providing paperwork showing they have
reflected on their experiences.
The programme comprises
Life Skills, Fundraising, Volunteering and Employability phases.
This year the activities included self-defence, deaf signing, cooking, helping the older generation get online at the Alice Cross Centre, volunteering in local charity shops and schools, personal fitness at aLIVE, the new
TCS gym, relaxation and yoga, employability, fundraising and a special
project working with Michelle Greenwood-Brown to create a new mosaic
for the Cave at Eastcliff which was partly funded by the Helen Foundation.
The new phase Employability was a great success; students updated their CV and application letter and had a mock interview with local business people. The students found this really valuable to help with future job and university interviews.
The Enrichment Programme aims to help students gain confidence,
new skills, improve communication and links with the community and intergenerational work. We are grateful to all the people involved in helping make this a great success including local charities,
schools and organisations who have delivered sessions. Director of Sixth Form, Glenn Cosby enthused, “The Achievement Award proves what engaged, motivated and generous people our Sixth Form students are. I am really proud
of the things they have achieved and of the contribution they have made to the school and the local community.”

PLATINUM AND GOLD AWARD WINNERS 2012/2013
Aspinall Megan Year 7
Belfield Jamie Year 7
Chalk Emily Year 7
Chalkley Emily Year 7
Clark Aiden Year 7
Creasor Imogen Year 7
Dela Cruz Juleane Year 7
Dixon Phoebe Year 7
Donnelly Leah Year 7
England Venecia Year 7
Finnemore Paddy Year 7
Goode Cerys Year 7
Hanks Mia Year 7
Heath Millie Year 7
Huggonson Ellen Year 7
Kernot Victoria Year 7
McGeary Allanah Year 7
Williams Scarlett Year 8
Baird Jordan Year 9
Dann Cameron Year 9
Frey Adam Year 9
Ingram Matthew Year 9
Tooth Claire Year 9
Miller Yasmin Year 7
Noyce Connor Year 7
Oxley Chloe Year 7
Perkins Molly Year 7
Radford-Evans George Year 7
Simmonds Luc Year 7
Stafford Steven Year 7
Sunshine Meg Year 7
Burt Rhianna Year 8
Collings Stephanie Year 8
Northway Natasha Year 8

Frey Adam Year 9
Szender Adrian Year 9
Clark Aiden Year 7
Flanagan Aimee Year 7
Naranjo Paz Aimee Year 8
Scott Aimee Year 7
Mehera Alex Year 8
Warwick Alex Year 7
Carr Alice Year 8
Charles Alice Year 10
McGeary Allanah Year 7
Corbett Amber Year 8
Knapp Amelia Year 7
Moss-Cuddy Amelia Year 7
Bailey Amy Year 9
Nathan Amy Year 8
Shorland Anna Year 11
Smith Anna Year 7
Edwins Anthony Year 7
Godbeer Ashley Year 9
Bowles Azriel Year 7
Pepperell Becky Year 8
Howieson Ross Year 7
Huggins Rowan Year 8
Miller Yasmin Year 7
Speed Zoe Year 8
Adams Eleanor Year 8
Creasor Eleanor Year 11
Burnage Elle Year 8
Fleming Ellen Year 11
Huggonson Ellen Year 7
Banning Ellie Year 8
Foote Sakara Year 7
Sullivan Sam Year 9
Taylor Sam Year 7
Billing William Year 7

Williams Tom Year 7
Pepperell Ellie Year 9
EnglandVenecia Year 7
Rich Ellie Year 10
Kernot Victoria Year 7
Wotton Ellie Year 7
Lockyer Eloise Year 7
Wyatt Will Year 7
Chapman Ben Year 7
Lidington Elsie Year 7
Pearson Caitlyn Year 7
Blake-Burke Emily Year 7
Cramp-Sherry Callum Year 8 Chalk Emily Year 7
Dann Cameron Year 9
Chalkley Emily Year 7
England Emily Year 8
Johns Cameron Year 7
Simmonds Casey Year 7
Howe Emily Year 8
GoodeCerys Year 7
Pitt Emily Year 8
Williams Charlie Year 10
Booker Ethan Year 7
Hill Chloe Year 7
McHardy Euan Year 7
Oxley Chloe Year 7
Lewis Evie Year 7
Hobson Ciona Year 9
Kerry Faith Year 9
Tooth Claire Year 9
Martin George Year 9
Noyce Connor Year 7
Radford-Evans George Year 7
Burt Courteney Year 7
Seggar Georgia Year 9
King Courtney Year 7
Bayliss Georgina Year 9
Tribble Courtney Year 10
Steer Grace Year 7
Taylor Dan Year 7
Lane Hannah Year 7
Fairhurst Daniel Year 8
Perry Hannah Year 8
Turner Daniel Year 9
Rawlings Hannah Year 8
Woolnough Daniel Year 9
Dann Harriet Year 7
Large Dylan Year 8
Durant Harry Year 7
Watterson Edward Year 8
McCole Harry Year 7
Burgess William Year 9
Palmer Harry Year 9
Tipper Sam Year 9
Cairns Joshua Year 7
Hobson Samuel Year 7
HellierJordan Year 7
Williams Scarlett Year 8
Petherick Jordan Year 7
Mackinnon Seumas Year 9
Cox Joseph Year 8
Edmond Shania Year 9
Crispin Joshua Year 9
Dennis Shannon year 8
Collings Stephanie Year 8
Parker Stephanie Year 7
Rodgers Shauna Year 9
Smith Sophie Year 7
Stafford Steven Year 7
Stone Sophie Year 9
Ritson Taylor Year 7

Lusty Hayden Year 7
Murray Haylee Year 8
Smith Hayley Year 9
Creasor Imogen Year 7
Beatty Jack Year 8
Doxsey Jack Year 8
Lenton Jack Year 9
Moors Jack Year 9
Authers Jacob Year 7
Coney Jade Year 8
Trebilcock Jade Year 8
Rosser Jaimie Year 9
Ravenhall Jake Year 10
Tribble Jake Year 8
Bryant James Year 7
Cunningham James Year 9
D’Allen James Year 8
McGeary James Year 9
Sandford James Year 11
Belfield Jamie Year 7
Snell Jamie Year 8
Tickell Jasmine Year 9
Jervis Jason Year 9
Hayes Jessica Year 8
Pepperell Jessica Year 7
Morgan Jimmy Year 9
Baird Jordan Year 9
Guppy Jordan Year 7
Hayes Stanley Year 7
Ingram Matthew Year 9
Spencer Matthew Year 11
Ash Thomas Year 7
Harding Thomas year 7
Simmons Tia Year 9
Way Tiegan-Mia Year 8
Cairns Toby Year 7

Long Josie Year 8
Dela Cruz Juleane Year 7
Jones Kate Year 8
Marks Kate Year 8
Penaligon Kate Year 11
Cox Kathryn Year 9
Hardy Kiera Year 9
Atkinson Kieran Year 8
Coombs Kieran Year 7
Cramp-Sherry Kieran Year 11
Roberts Kieran Year 9
Naranjo Paz Kieron Year 10
Terry Kim Year 9
Webb Kymarna Year 8
Fazakarley Laura Year 7
McNamara Lauren Year 7
Donnelly Leah Year 7
Addicott Lewis Year 8
Flanagan Lewis Year 9
Jervis Lindsey Year 11
Ingram Logan Year 7
Tarriela Lorenzo Year 7
Holmes Louie Year 11
Simmonds Luc Year 7
Bagnald Lucas Year 8
Ellis-Walker Maisy Year 9
Lannigan Maizey Year 7
Brady Maizie Year 7
Jones Marika Year 8
Ley Martha Year 7
Jenkinson Rose Year 9
Evans Rosie Year 7
Smith Toby Year 7
Mole Todd Year 9
Cann Tom Year 7
Welsh Zoe Year 9

Sunshine Meg Year 7
Aspinall Megan Year 7
Chapman Megen Year 7
Evans Melody Year 8
Hanks Mia Year 7
Holden Michael Year 7
Lumb Michael Year 9
Wells Mika Year 9
Heath Millie Year 7
Mussons Mireya Year 7
Carpenter Molly Year 7
HingstonMolly Year 9
Perkins Molly Year 7
Cleall Morgan Year 8
Ramday Nadeen Year 8
Newman Natalka Year 8
Mallin Natasha Year 7
Northway Natasha Year 8
Smith Nicole Year 8
McKeeman Olivia Year 9
Martin Owen Year 9
Finnemore Paddy Year 7
Foxon Peter Year 9
Dixon Phoebe Year 7
Howard Prue Year 8
Delaney Rachel Year 8
Harris Rebecca Year 8
Burt Rhianna Year 8
Trebilcock Rhianne Year 8
Charles Rory Year 9
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YEAR 6 BODY PARTS STUDY
As part of our Body study Year 6 have been learning about the heart and its function. To bring it to life Mandy King did a heart dissection for those who wanted to watch! As it turned out, even the squeamish ones couldn’t help but stay
(even if one student did hide himself in a book at one point!) We saw the arteries
and chambers and even found out that a heart really does have heart strings!

ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL YEAR FOR TCS TEN TORS TEAMS
Despite some of the worst conditions encountered in recent years, Teignmouth Community School teams managed to have a very successful year completing the gruelling Ten Tors challenge. Students from Years 9 – 13 took
part and were faced with poor visibility, heavy rain, wind and cold temperatures throughout. Although many
others were forced to retire before completing their challenges, the teams completing the 35 and 45 mile distances both managed to finish their respective routes in fantastic times. Ian Grainger-Allen of the Ten Tors Committee was full of praise: “It’s another fantastic achievement for the pupils and staff at TCS. Considering the
conditions, the fact that we had two teams finishing is testament to their hard work, determination and fortitude. They are part of a long tradition of TCS success in the Ten Tors – we are all extremely proud of them.”
35 Mile Finishers (L – R):
Jaimie Rosser,Alexander
Jones
Keiron Naranjo Paz ,
James McNally
Matthew Frey
45 Mile Finishers (L – R):
Louis Dutoitcock, Scott
Heiron
Matthew Palmer, Sarah
Doxsey
Haydn Evans.

YEAR 9 EXPERIENCE A TASTE OF SPAIN
After studying a unit in Spanish about meals
and food and drink Year 9 Spanish classes
planned and prepared a tapas tasting. They researched possible items and prepared a menu.
Everyone in each class contributed something;
we had some homemade garlic prawns, (gambas al ajillo), spicy potatoes (patatas baravas),
tomato bread, (pan con tomate) and Spanish
omelette (tortilla española) as well as chorizo, Spanish ham (jamón Serrano), mussels,
crab,and various types of olives all washed
down with home-made sangria ( alcohol free of
course)!
Pupils then completed a questionnaire giving
opinions of what they had tried in Spanish.
After being strongly encouraged to try new and strange looking food many were
pleasantly surprised!
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MILL LANE LONDON TRIP
Year 6 at Mill Lane Primary School recently visited the Houses of Parliament and The Tower of London as part of their topic
about London.
The visit to Parliament was only made financially possible as the school was able to access a travel subsidy scheme set up by
the Parliament Education Service. The scheme meant that we only had to ask for a modest parental contribution towards the
trip in these difficult financial times. Year 6 and all of the staff involved had a fantastic day and it was a brilliant opportunity for
the children to see the sights of London and go inside The Houses of Parliament. A visit like this contextualises their learning
about London and their
learning to life.
The party had to start very
early, at 5am to embark on
their journey. They were
driven by two brilliant bus
drivers who shared their
extensive knowledge and
fantastic facts about London across the duration of
the journey. From the coach
it was possible to see many
different sights including a
selection of London bridges
which had been studied as
part of year 6’s topic about
London. It was also possible
to see a number of different famous buildings such as Buckingham Palace, Downing Street, The MI5 building and The Shard. As year 6 travelled around
London they engaged in many thoughtful and insightful discussions about various economic theories such as; congestion, why
there is so much congestion in London, the congestion charge, why property is so expensive in London and why the buildings
are so much taller in London than those in Teignmouth.
The group spent the morning at the Houses of Parliament being given a guided tour. They were given the opportunity to ask
questions to the Parliament Education Service team and an armed police guard on duty. All of the children were impressed with
the surroundings and the atmosphere, “being in a place I see every day on the television is amazing” said Kane. “I can’t wait to
tell my family about this place” said Sacha. “I’m standing on the exact spot where Guy Fawkes was tried” commented JJ. Year 6
thought it was great to have the opportunity to see exactly how Parliament is run day to day.
Mr Templeman, the class teacher, said that, “the visit to the Houses of Parliament was a fantastic experience for all involved.
This visit will give year 6 an interest in the work of Parliament for the rest of their lives. The trip was followed up once back at
school where we combined many subjects in a fun and creative way allowing the children to make presentations about London
and life in Parliament”.

A BIG THANK YOU TO PARENTS OF CHILDREN WITH 100% ATTENDENCE
Teignmouth Community school, Mill Lane,
has said a big thank
you to all parents of
children with 100%
attendance by rewarding them with a
free school uniform
voucher. We appreciate that attendance
is a family effort and
that we as a school
value the effort put in by children and parents.
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SPORTS

SPORTS DAY AT EXETER ARENA
This year was the first year we have held the school Sports Day
at Exeter Arena, with over 350 pupils participating in the athletic
events. With perfect weather and an electric atmosphere in the
grand stand the stage was set for a wonderful day of athletics. The
events begun with the hurdles and the students were extremely
excited about this as it was the first time hurdles had been included in the Teignmouth Sports Day. With track and field events running throughout the day the spectators were able to watch some
fantastic performances with 20 new school records being set.

TRI GOLF TOURNAMENT
On Friday 7th June 10 children from years 3 and 4 took
part in the Tri
Golf Tournament at
Dainton
Golf
Course near Newton
Abbot. There
were 8 different
events and our
team was competing
with 14 other
teams from different
local primary
schools. The team
was really enthusiastic and represented the school well.

GIRLS’ CRICKET
New School Records
Alfie Blackwell – Year 7 – 75 Meter Hurdles – 16.08 seconds
Tiegan Hampton – Year 7 – 75 Meter Hurdles – 15.57 seconds
Charlie Bassant – Year 8 – 80 Meter Hurdles – 14.29 seconds
Scarlett Williams – Year 8 – 80 Meter Hurdles – 15.48 seconds
Jaimie Rosser - Year 9 – 80 Meter Hurdles – 16.22 seconds
Ryan Dixon – Year 9 – 100 Meter Hurdles – 19.10 seconds
Lewis Flanagan – Year 9 – 100 Meters – 11.48 seconds
Connor Moore – Year 8 – 200 Meters – 29.61 seconds
Brad Leaman – Year 10 – 200 Meters – 24.48 seconds
Kobe Dumbrell – Year 9 – 400 Meters – 62.86 seconds
Charlie Bilham – Year 8 – 800 Meters – 2.35 minutes
Peter Bilham – Year 10 – 1500 Meters – 5.02 minutes
Dan Woolnough – Year 9 – Long Jump – 5.38 meters
James Bryant – Year 7 – Triple Jump – 8.84 meters
Megan Overson – Year 8 – High Jump – 1.38 meters
Lewis Flanagan – Year 9 – High Jump – 1.55 meters
Amber Sullivan – Yr-Rounders Ball Throw – 37.21 meters
Sam Bourne – Year 8 – Javelin – 25.04 Meters
8WSM – 4x100 Meter Girls Relay – 61.16 seconds
9JIH– 4x100 Meter Girls Relay – 65.20 seconds

On 25th June we took our first ever Girls’ Cricket Team
to Bovey Tracey Cricket Club where they played against
teams from different Primary Schools. Our team showed
good batting and over arm bowling skills but we need to
work on our fielding for next year. The girls had a good
afternoon
and were
proud to
achieve 6th
place.
Team: Kerry
Loughrey,
Shannon
Saunders,
Sacha
Tribble, Nikki Smith, Megan Foster, Taylor Loughrey, Tayla
Hodgson, Lucy Rosser and Emilie Gagg

